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It’s Elementary: Officially Branded Rooms Will Take Things Mainstream
SaaS Company Predicts Massive Growth in Immersive Experience Industry
Opportunities for Entrepreneurs in Broadening Service Provision

15 Jan 2019: Escape Room SaaS software company Buzzshot (www.buzzshot.co) is forecasting a sharp rise in
the popularity of Escape Rooms in 2019, fuelled by the emerging trend of ‘IP approved’ immersive
experiences. Buzzshot founder Tom Parslow believes the officially supported ‘Sherlock: The Game is
Now’ and ‘Doctor Who’ Escape Rooms - both launching in the UK in early 2019 - will bring
brand-approved immersive experiences further into the mainstream, opening up the industry for wider
investment and providing fertile ground for entrepreneurs.
Buzzshot’s administration system was the software of choice for ‘Sherlock: The Game is Now’ and
Parslow - whose business reported a 400% growth in 2018 - is enthusiastic about the effects a run of
officially branded Escape Rooms will bring to service providers in a leisure industry already on the
rise*.
Parslow said: “The few IP approved Escape Rooms that exist in North America (notably a Mission
Impossible room) perhaps haven’t lived up to the brand promise, a likely reason media companies have
been slow to connect to the opportunity. Having worked on the project I’m supremely confident that
won’t be the case with ‘Sherlock: The Game is Now’. It’s lifted the global Escape Room bar to
another level entirely.”
Officially launching at the end of January 2019, the 100-minute game sees teams of four to six
participants invited to play detective in a fully immersive, brand new case that features original
content from the stars of the show including Benedict Cumberbatch, Mark Gatiss and Martin Freeman.
Industry commentator Ken Ferguson, the founder of website 'The Logic Escapes Me', who has documented the
evolution of European Escape Rooms since 2013, is equally bullish about future opportunities across the
industry. He said: “‘Sherlock: The Game is Now’ is the most eagerly awaited game in the history of
Escape Rooms. With the inevitable success of this themed immersive experience, it’s likely we’ll see
a rapid increase in the number of officially licensed rooms of well-known entertainment brands opening up
worldwide.”
Since its inception in 2007, both economic and cultural factors have attributed to the continued growth
of the Escape Room industry and Parslow believes the further emergence of IP approved experiences will
strengthen entrepreneurial opportunities across the board, as long as a considered approach is taken.
He said: “Immersive experiences traditionally have had low-cost barriers to enter and run, often seeing
a profit in a shorter period of time than other leisure activities. With game popularity largely driven
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by two demographics: corporate groups and millennials, careful pricing is the key to ensuring adequate
footfall. The millennial market is vast but has a much lower cost sensitivity threshold than corporates,
so as long as the Escape Room industry can keep its prices affordable while increasing sophistication it
will continue to reap the rewards.”
Parslow believes the real opportunities for entrepreneurs’ rest within the peripheral services. He
said: “Of course, there’ll be a continuing need for the grassroots services like prop design,
electronics, printing and SaaS like ours. Plus, aggregator booking sites will continue to do well from
affiliate income as the number of rooms increase. We’re starting to see business consultants and
insurance professionals taking an interest in the space and this will naturally grow as the industry
formalises.
“In addition, hybrid experiences like AR (alternative reality) games that run on mobile phones and
combine an Escape Room with other urban locations will become increasingly popular as a newer generation
of users seeks an experience that marries both real life and online.”
While the opportunities exist, Parslow is quick to point out that for service provision companies like
his, success will come to those agile enough to respond to the ever-growing technical ambitions of game
makers. Widely regarded as the world’s most sophisticated Escape Room developers, industry favourites
Time Run handpicked Buzzshot to deliver key aspects of the ‘Sherlock: The Game is Now’ in-world
experience due to its ability to accelerate its service to meet Time Run’s unprecedented
specifications.
Time Run game designer Nick Moran said: “We needed software that could easily slot into the in-world
experience we’ve spent two years developing with the creators of the show; that had a sophisticated
back-end that could ensure the consistently exceptional experience participants have come to expect from
Time Run. It was quite a challenge and Buzzshot was the obvious choice due to their flexible approach to
working with us."
Parslow predicts the market will reach maturity in 2019, largely driven by the emergence of Escape Room
franchises in 2019 and an increased focus on health and safety following recent fatalities in Poland,
taking the industry from a relatively self-defining community of enthusiasts to a more regulated and
competitive arena. While this will see a naturally increased focus on intellectual property law and
shareholder return on investment, how the cash injections from franchises will affect the individual
operator remains to be seen.

Notes to Media
“…a leisure industry already on the rise.”
*The number of Escape Rooms in the USA increased by nearly 9000% in USA between 2014 and 2017 (Source:
USA Today)
*The number of Escape Rooms in the UK increased by 147% on average YOY between 2013 and 2017 (Source: The
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Logic Escapes Me Market Analysis 2018).

Media queries to:
Michelle McCarthy
Rowdy Bird Media
shout@rowdybird.com
Ph: +44 (0)7580200912
Buzzshot
Buzzshot is an Escape Room SaaS company based in Brighton, UK and was founded by Tom Parslow in 2016.
Buzzshot’s innovative solution covers everything from player check in and waivers, custom hardware for
in-game photography to post game follow up and community outreach, all within a consistent ‘in world’
experience.
www.buzzshot.co
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